Voltage-Induced Modulation of Ionic Concentrations and Ion Current Rectification in Mesopores with Highly Charged Pore Walls.
It is believed that ion current rectification (ICR), a property that assures preferential ionic transport in one direction, can only be observed in nanopores when the pore size is comparable to the thickness of the electric double layer (EDL). Rectifying nanopores became the basis of biological sensors and components of ionic circuits. Here we report that appreciable ICR can also occur in highly charged conical, polymer mesopores whose tip diameters are as large as 400 nm, thus over 100-fold larger than the EDL thickness. A rigorous model taking into account the surface equilibrium reaction of functional carboxyl groups on the pore wall and electroosmotic flow is employed to explain that unexpected phenomenon. Results show that the pore rectification results from the high density of surface charges as well as the presence of highly mobile hydroxide ions, whose concentration is enhanced for one voltage polarity. This work provides evidence that highly charged surfaces can extend the ICR of pores to the submicron scale, suggesting the potential use of highly charged large pores for energy and sensing applications. Our results also provide insight into how a mixture of ions with different mobilities can influence current-voltage curves and rectification.